
The expertise you need 
How much revenue is your practice losing due to coding errors?  
Radiation Business Solutions’ comprehensive coding process catches  
errors that affect your practice’s bottom line.

Let RBS work for you 
Subject matter experts
  Our coders stay up to date on annual coding, policy, and technology 

updates set forth by AMA, CMS, and ASTRO guidance so that you don’t 
have the added expense of salary, benefits, training, or education.

Strong relationships 
  Our US-based dedicated coders will take the time to build a relationship 

with you and your staff, learning your individual practice needs and 
answering your specific coding questions.

  Through our expertise and communication, we take the burden of 
coding and charge review off your practice so that you can focus on 
treating patients.

Gatekeepers
  RBS coders review the charges listed line by line, ensuring compliance 

and accuracy, closely monitor for patterns in deficiencies, and assist your 
staff in implementing corrective actions.

  RBS coders excel in identifying incomplete documentation and 
documentation errors to allow for initiative-taking correction.

  The coding team doesn’t just perform checks and balances but strives 
to educate their clients along the way. Discrepancies found are reported 
back to allow for correction prior to claim submission. 

Coding  Errors  
= Lost Revenue

What our clients have to say:
“ My experience with Radiation Business 
Solutions has been nothing short 
of amazing! Our dedicated coder is 
always available, friendly, and willing 
to help with anything we may need. I 
would highly recommend Radiation 
Business Solutions to anyone who 
needs to gain knowledge or a helping 
hand in this field.” 

– Crystal Valentine
   Office Manager, Memorial Hospital Gulfport

“ Radiation Business Solutions’ 
expertise and depth of knowledge 
in Radiation Oncology has really 
helped us. I highly recommend them 
to anyone needing oversight and 
expertise for this service line.”

– Juliet Roldan
   Director of Imaging and Radiation Oncology Services, 

Oncology Consultants

REAL RESULTS.  
Our RBS expert coders found errors 
that were costing one practice 
upwards of $500,000 per year.  
What can we do for you?

RBS Coding Services are available as a standalone service or can be combined with our billing services.

Want to learn more?  
Let us show you how our coding services can improve  

your efficiency, and your bottom line.  
615.746.4711  |  info@RadiationBusiness.com  |  RadiationBusiness.com


